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 NET Core SDK for Azure Cosmos DB.NET Core SDK for Azure Cosmos DB. It is built on a new high-level SDK, using an
extension method-based approach. In the previous releases, developers had to use the low-level MongoDB driver. They can now

use this new high-level interface and embed it in their application as needed. In our future releases, we expect to extend the
SDK to support other Azure Cosmos DB services such as DocumentDB, Tables and SQL. In the current release, you can use the

JavaScript version of the SDK. In the near future, we will also support the.NET Core SDK in .NET Core. .NET Core and the
Cosmos SDK are both at the Alpha stage of development. But in this first release, we hope you will find it useful. The high-level

SDK is built on TypeScript.NET Core  version 2.2.0 and is targetting.NET Core version 3.1.101 version.  The JavaScript
Cosmos SDK is built on Vue JS version 2.0.3 and is targetting NodeJS version 12.3.0  The SDK can be integrated with your
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existing code. The code example we present in this article is completely self-contained and doesn't depend on any other services
or libraries. If you prefer to use an existing library, that is completely fine too. You can even go as far as to use a MongoDB
driver, like this one. Cosmos SDK takes care of connection pooling for you. You can configure the connection string for the
SDK in code, using the CosmosClientBuilder class. For example, the following code snippet will use the MongoDB database:

var builder =
CosmosClientBuilder.CreateMongoDBConnectionStringBuilder().UseMongoDBConnectionString(“mongodb://mongo:27017”);

var cosmosClient = CosmosClient.CreateClient(builder); 1 2 3 4 var builder = CosmosClientBuilder.
CreateMongoDBConnectionStringBuilder ( ). UseMongoDBConnectionString ( “mongodb://mongo:27017” ) ; var cosmosClient

= CosmosClient. CreateClient ( builder ) ; This will give you a reference to the Azure Cosmos DB API, which in turn has a
CosmosClient class. The.NET SDK for Azure Cosmos DB also uses this API class. To get started, you will need a Cosmos DB
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